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ABSTRACT 

 

Instruction is the actual engagement of learners with planned 
learning opportunities. Supervision of instruction is multifaceted 
interpersonal process dealing with teacher‟s behavior, curriculum, 
grouping of students and teacher‟s utilization of all skills for set 
targets. In Pakistan the instructional supervision is the duty of 
school principals, headmasters and the Education officers. This study 
was conducted to know the views of the school teachers about the 
strategies of instructional supervisors for the improvement of 
instruction. A random sample of 468 Secondary School Teachers 
(SST) was selected from 95 Girls High Schools of the seven Districts 
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Data were collected through a self-
constructed questionnaire. Chi-Square test was applied to gain 
reliable results through the SPSS software program. Major findings 
of the study indicated that all instructional supervisors had proper 
knowledge and skills to perform their role as instructional leaders but 
due to their hectic schedules they could not manage to supervise the 
schools properly.  Moreover, lack of budget and other facilities was 
found to be the main hurdle in promotion of effective teaching 
practices. Thorough knowledge of instructional objectives was 
required to be communicated to the supervisors and the subject 
teachers.  New methods of teaching and evaluation are likely to be 
adopted. Measures need to be taken to improve the parent‟s 
involvement in the process of teaching and learning. 
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Introduction 
The process of academic lea-

rning involves two parties: the 
teacher and the taught. A class-
room situation can be a teach-
ing situation wherein teacher 
become so absorbed in teaching 
a subject-matter and loses a 

sight of the learner in develop-
ing their personality. Instruc-
tion is the second name of tea-
ching. Instruction is compre-
hensive and a pedagogical term 
which includes the teacher, the 
taught, the learning process and 
the curriculum along with eva-
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luation and assessment proce-
dure. Retting (2007) believes 
that ―supervision provides opp-
ortunities for the teachers to be 
groomed through a discursive 
critical study of classroom inter-
action‖. Supervision of instruc-
tion is multifaceted interper-
sonal process dealing with tea-
cher‘s behavior, curriculum, 
grouping of students and tea-
chers‘ utilization of all skills for 
set targets. Fullen (2006) has 
marked the critical importance 
of supervision role in high qua-
lity instruction and its systema-
tic delivery as the most neces-
sary process in order to ensure 
continuous improvement and 
ongoing academic success. Tea-
chers consider curriculum plan, 
goal and objectives stated, cur-
riculum designed instruction in 
a process of purposeful direc-
tion of the learning process pro-
perly planned based on the ach-
ievement of predetermined go-
als of class activity. Effective 
learning requires the learner to 
keep a deep approach rather 
than surface approach to curri-
culum (Nayak & Rao 2002). 

The learner must also und-
erstand that their knowledge is 
tentative and capable of evo-
lving with changing experien-

ces. Osakwe (2010) considers 
supervision as the provision of 
professional assistance and gui-
dance geared towards the achi-
evement of effective teaching 
and learning for teachers and 
students in the school system. 
The effectiveness of teaching 
practices and the instruction 
largely depends upon the stra-
tegies plan and actions of ins-
tructional supervisors. Supervi-
sion is the act of overseeing, 
inspection, superintendence 
and oversight. It also refers to 
the management and operation 
of a person and a group. 

Supervision is differently 
defined. Some try to capture its 
essence in a single sentence or 
more than one sentence. Some 
focus on summarizing the func-
tion supervision entitles. Nwa-
ham (2008) says ―supervision of 
instruction plays a vital role at 
assisting, guiding and stimula-
ting the teachers to improve on 
their teaching skills and experi-
ences as well as enhance their 
professional growth‖. She also 
believes that the supervision of 
instruction is also for the ut-
most benefit of students. Egwu-
yenga (2005) defines this pro-
cess as the phase of school 
administration which focuses 
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primarily upon the achieveme-
nts of the appropriate instruc-
tional expectations of educa-
tional system. 

Supervision is an ongoing 
and participatory way between 
the teaching faculty and the ad-
ministration and other auth-
orities to whom the duties of 
supervision has been assigned. 
Supervision is a vehicle to cre-
ate dynamic growth. It is to 
create high professional stan-
dards and enhance quality and 
culturing competent services 
(Delano & shah 2007). Selection 
of educational objectives mate-
rial for instruction and its revi-
sion, method of teaching and 
evaluation of instruction are the 
major role and responsibility of 
the supervision process. Beach 
and Reinhartz (2000) indicated 
that ―if the schools are to im-
prove quality of instruction it 
will be the local building with 
the teacher at the heart of the 
improvement process (Produc-
tivity through people)‖. 

Presently, supervision is not 
concerned merely with the im-
provement of teachers as it was 
conceived in the earlier days, 
when the supervisory activities 
were direct and prospective. 
The present situation of super-

vision in schools reported by 
Ezekwensilis (2007) showed 
that there has not been a thor-
ough supervision of schools. 
Supervision has often been one 
of inspection, over sight and 
judgment for a long time, sup-
ervision of instructors has been 
vivid exclusively as an inspec-
tion issue. It deals with the total 
setting of learning rather than 
the narrow and limited aim of 
developing teachers in service. 
Wiles and Bond (2008: 399) env-
isage supervision as suppor-
ting, assisting and sharing ra-
ther than directing. Supervision 
is a vehicle to create dynamic 
growth. It is to create high pro-
fessional standards and enha-
nce quality and culturing com-
petent service (Delano & Shah 
2007). Supervision is a very tec-
hnical task; it require skills 
based upon knowledge which 
are acquired through the years 
of professional involvement. 
Selection of educational objec-
tives, material for instruction 
and its revision, method of tea-
ching and evaluation of instruc-
tion are the major role and res-
ponsibility of the process of 
supervision. Currently, supervi-
sion is not concerned merely 
with the development of tea-
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chers as it is conceived that 
when the supervisory activities 
were direct and prospective. 
One way that in which that the 
school as an organization can 
grow can be achieved through 
teacher development (Wanzare 
& Da Costa, 2000). 

Modern supervision not 
only directs the attention tow-
ards the fundamental of edu-
cation but it aims to improve 
the total teaching learning pro-
cess. Many studies have been 
conducted in this regards to see 
the role of instructional super-
visors and instructional leaders 
in promotion and betterment of 
effective teaching practices us-
ing different indicators to deter-
mine the effectiveness of tea-
ching practice of district among 
respondents. Reafer and Pool 
(1992) indicated that the colla-
borative efforts has perceived 
by teachers as resulting in their 
highest level of instructional 
improvement. Chel (2000) high-
lighted the importance of good 
leadership skills and the diag-
nosis of required skills, perfor-
ming as instructional leaders in 
schools. Author concluded that 
although besides the accomplis-
hment of other tasks related to 
their managerial role, they have 

to do their best as instructional 
leaders but principals seldom 
practiced their this role, due to 
their hectic schedule they me-
rely concentrated on it. It is an 
ignored area and must need to 
enhance their skill and role and 
practice it for getting better 
results. 

Blasé (2000) discovered dif-
ferent strategies of supervision 
for the promotion of better lea-
rning environment. Concern of 
Teachers and Principals on ins-
tructional supervision in Three 
Asian countries: Study was car-
ried out by Sharma et al., 
(2002). It was conducted to dis-
cuss the nature of supervision 
in the institution of educational 
leadership, University of Mala-
ysia. The discussion focused on 
four main themes: Supervision 
is developmental, continuous 
and corporate process and sup-
ervision as a specialist area. 
Negative relation was found 
bet-ween teachers and super-
visors, and mostly teachers‘ pe-
rceptions were negative regar-
ding the role of supervisors and 
behavior. The findings advoca-
ted for supervision to be conti-
nuous developmental and cor-
porate process. Ibrahim (2011) 
found that there is lack of pre-
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paration and development on 
the part of the principals but 
other ways like seminars, and 
in service trainings are there to 
make the principal ready for 
their leadership role. 

Manas (2012) concluded that 
supervision is constrained by 
subject specialization of the 
supervisors and for many tea-
chers, it is a meaningless exe-
rcise. John (2013) revealed that 
instructional problems has sign-
ificant relationship with super-
vision, but instructional super-
vision has no significant rela-
tionship with the educational 
planning and academic pro-
gram planning of secondary sc-
hools at Delga (Nigerian state). 
Khan et al. (2009) found that the 
performance indicators of pro-
fessional attitude, interpersonal 
relationship, leadership quali-
ties and managerial abilities 
were found to be better, but the 
aspect of instructional behavior 
was weaker among the head 
teachers. The performance of fe-
male head teachers in regard to 
instructional behavior, pro-
fessional attitude and mana-
gerial abilities was found to be 
relatively better than those of 
their male counterparts. How-
ever, none of the studies, to the 

best of our knowledge, have 
investigated that teachers views 
about supervisor‘s strategies for 
the improvement of instruc-
tions in the Pakistani context. 
This study has focused on to 
find out teachers‘ views about 
supervisor‘s strategies for the 
improvement of instructions 
and to know about the super-
visor‘s efforts for the improve-
ment of instruction through the 
prevailing teaching practices in 
their schools. 
Research Questions 
1. Do School principals per-

form their role as instruc-
tional supervisors? 

2. Do they have skills and 
plans for the improvement 
of instruction? 

3. What measures are being 
taken by the instructional 
supervisors to bring positive 
changes in instructions? 

Method of Data Collection and 
Analysis   

Survey method, which invo-
lves collection, analysis and 
interpretation of data, was ado-
pted for the research purpose. 
Since survey was conducted to 
get the opinions of the respon-
dents regarding objectives of 
the study, so the nature of the 
study was purely descriptive. A 
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thorough study of related litera-
ture was carried out by the res-
earcher and a questionnaire 
was designed for students on 
its basis. The questionnaire was 
based on three point Likert 
scale ranging from (frequently 
to never). Questionnaire was 
used as a data collection tool 
because the respondents were 
educated, high in number, wi-
dely spread. Besides, question-
naire was economical, easy to 
be coded, administered, and 
analyzed. Moreover, minimi-
zing embarrassment on the part 
of the respondent it, at the same 
time, ensured maximum chance 
of negative feedback. The ques-
tionnaire designed consisted of 
25 closed-ended items which 
were based upon three points 
rating scale. Teachers‘ views 
were collected to know about 
the strategies of school princi-
pals taking the teachers prac-
tices as the indicators of their 
strategies regarding instructi-
onal objectives and subject all-
ocation, method of teaching and 
techniques, professional gro-
wth, time management and 
evaluation and supervisory 
techniques. 

The population of the study 
was constituted of all the 2084 

female Government Secondary 
School Teachers of Khyber Pak-
htunkhwa. Out of the above 
mentioned population 468 Se-
nior School Teachers (general) 
were randomly selected from 
eight selected districts on 
average basis of total number of 
teachers in the school mostly 
considering average five (5) tea-
chers per school. Half of the 
Schools selected for the study 
were from urban area while rest 
of the schools was from the 
rural side. The researcher visi-
ted the sampled schools in per-
son and administered the ques-
tionnaires to the respective res-
pondents. When the requisite 
responses were received from 
the respondents, the collected 
data was tabulated, analyzed 
and interpreted in the light of 
objectives of the study and the 
research questions, by emplo-
ying the statistical technique of 
chi-square. The items were gi-
ven by rating the responses on 
three point rating scale. The 
following scoring procedure 
was adopted: Frequently = 3, 
Sometimes = 2, Never = 1, and 
Chi-Square test, keeping degree 
of freedom 2 and the level of 
significance as 0.05 were app-
lied to obtain the results. 
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RESULTS  
 
Table 01: Instructional Objectives and Subject Allocation 
 

S# Items Frequently Sometimes Never χ2 df p 

1 Distribution of Sylla-
bus at the beginning of 
academic session 

139 211 118 30.50 2 .000 

2 Know about the instr-
uctional objectives 185 67 216 79.24 2 .000 

3  Develop lesson plan 195 151 122 17.32 2 .000 

4 Teach subjects of own 
choice 

139 211 118 30.50 2 .000 

5 Know about all tea-
ching techniques requi-
red for a  subject to 
teach 

281 55 132 1.69 2 .000 
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Table 1 contains those asp-
ects which are related to ins-
tructional objectives and alloca-
tion of subjects to the teachers. 
The χ2 values for all the sta-
tements were found to be hi-
ghly significant which reflects 
that teachers are well aware 
about the instructional objec-
tives and they are given sub-
jects of their own choice of 
which they have full command. 
The first statement shows that 
syllabus is distributed among 
the teachers in the beginning of 
the academic year, so that they 
may be able to have informa-
tion about the subjects assigned 
to them. The second statement 
indicates that teachers are well 
aware about the instructional 
objectives and know how to 
achieve these objectives.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Third statement shows that 
teachers develop the lesson 
plan and try to implement it 
during teaching in the 
classroom. Fourth state-ment 
reflects that teachers teach 
subject of their own choice. The 
fifth statement represents that 
teachers know about all those 
teaching strategies which suit to 
that subject which is assigned to 
him to teach. On the whole, it 
can be concluded that to ensure 
effective teaching learning pro-
cess in the classrooms, teachers 
must know about instructional 
objectives of their subjects and 
they must be assigned those 
subjects on which they have full 
command. 
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The above table answers the 
question as to how far the pre-
sent teaching methods and te-
chniques are apt to facilitate the 
teaching-learning process in 
classrooms. The χ2 values for all 
the statements were found to be 
highly significant which indi-
cates that teachers know which 
teaching methods and techni-
ques are appropriate to which 
subject, topic and level of stu-
dents. The very first statement 
shows that teachers encourage 
activity-based learning in the 
classroom. Second statement 
reflects that teachers use diffe-
rent motivational techniques to 
ensure the active participation 
of learners during teaching. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Third statement indicates that 
school pri-ncipals allow teach-
ers to use different audio-visual 
aids during the teaching-
learning process to ensure max-
imum learning of students. Fo-
urth statement reflects that tea-
chers use variety of teaching 
methodology during teaching 
to achieve the instructional 
objectives. The fifth statement 
suggests that teachers use those 
methods which suit to subject 
and topic. The overall conc-
lusion is that teachers use dif-
ferent teaching methods and 
tech-niques to ensure maximum 
lear-ning of students. 
 
 

Table 02: Methods of Teaching and Techniques 
 

S# Items Frequently Sometimes Never χ2 df p 

1 Activity based teaching is encouraged 102 217 149 42.85 2 .000 

2 Use motivational techniques during 
tea-ching 

216 148 104 40.82 2 .000 

3 School‘s principal allows you to use 
audio-visual aids 

110 256 102 96.35 2 .000 

4 Use variety of teaching methods 197 150 121 18.85 2 .000 

5 Use the appropriate methodology to 
the subject and topic 

139 211 118 30.50 2 .000 
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Table 3 shows those factors 
which are responsible for profe-
ssional growth of the teachers. 
The χ2 values for all the state-
ments were found to be highly 
significant which reflects that 
professional development mat-
ters in the views of the teachers. 
The very first statement shows 
that academic qualification mat-
ters very much in teaching-
learning process perceived by 
teachers. The second statement 
shows that professional develo-
pment enhances the art of tea-
ching as viewed by teachers. 
Third indicates that heads enco-
urage teachers to improve their 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

academic and professional qua-
lification for making their tea-
ching more effective. Fourth re-
flects that selection of teachers 
for in-service training progr-
amme is based on required cri-
teria instead of personal liking 
and disliking by heads. The last 
statement suggests that teachers 
constantly receive guidance 
from their heads to make their 
teaching more effective. On the 
whole, it can be concluded that 
for ensuring effective teaching- 
learning process in the class-
rooms, professional growth of 
the teachers is necessary. 
 

Table 03: Professional Growth of the Teachers 
 

S# Items Frequently Sometimes Never χ2 df p 

1 Academic qualification matters in 
teaching 

312 122 34 2.58 2 .000 

2 Professional development enhances 
teaching 

325 108 35 2.91 2 .000 

3 You are encouraged to improve your 
qualification by heads 

109 123 236 62.16 2 .000 

4 Selection for in in-service training is 
based on required criteria  

95 128 245 79.65 2 .000 

5 Receive constant guidance from heads to 
make teaching more effective 

85 109 274 1.35 2 .000 
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The above table shows the 
time management skill and the 
evaluation procedure of the tea-
chers during teaching-learning 
process. The χ2 values for all the 
statements were found to be hi-
ghly significant which shows 
that teachers have the ability to 
manage stipulated period of 
time efficiently and their evalu-
ation procedure for the achie-
vement of instructional objec-
tives are appropriate. The first 
statement shows that teachers 
are much conscious about 
managing their instructional 
time for all the activities during 
teaching. The second statement 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

indicates that heads of the insti-
tution frequently visit to obs-
erve teachers in the classrooms 
during teaching learning pro-
cess. Teachers believe that they 
are formally as well as infor-
mally observed by their heads 
during teaching-learning pro-
cess. Sometimes, heads inspect 
them during the whole period. 
On the whole, it can be concl-
uded that teachers have the 
skill to manage their instruc-
tional time effectively and effi-
ciently. They are both form-ally 
and informally evaluated by 
their heads during instruction. 
 

Table 04: Time Management and Evaluation of Teaching 
 

S# Items Frequently Sometimes Never χ2 df p 

1 Use time management skill 
during teaching-learning process. 

97 135 236 66.16 2 .000 

2 School principal visit the 
classrooms during teaching. 

118 296 54 2.016 2 .000 

3 Informally observed during tea-
ching by principal. 

90 156 222 55.84 2 .000 

4 Inspected for the whole period. 90 181 197 42.70 2 .000 

5 Formal observation takes places 91 176 201 42.62 2 .000 
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In the above table, instruc-
tional supervision of teachers is 
highlighted to show how it 
plays important role during 
teaching-learning process. The 
χ2 values for all the statements 
were found to be highly signi-
ficant which shows that how 
much teachers liked to be obse-
rved by their heads during tea-
ching-learning process. The 
very first statement reflects that 
teachers liked to be observed by 
their heads because they believe 
that this observation will help 
them to remove shortcomings. 
Second statement shows that 
teachers have the problem wh-
en they are being observed by 
someone because this situation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

leads to frustration. Third state-
ment indicates that teachers 
have been informed about their 
shortcoming while teaching to 
the students and in this way 
they may be able to get rid of 
those problems identified by 
the observer. Fourth statement 
reflects very negative commen-
+ts about teachers when their 
weak points are being discus-
sed by observers in post obser-
vation meetings which they co-
nsider to be negative. The fifth 
statement shows that teachers 
believe that regular observation 
made by their heads enhances their 
teaching skills, because in this way 
they may be able to become aware 
of their weak points. 

Table 05: Instructional Supervision 
 

S# Items Frequently Sometimes Never χ2 df p 

1 You like to be observed while teaching 91 181 196 41.34 2 .000 

2 You have problem if such an 
observation occurs 

205 101 162 35.01 2 .000 

3 You are personally informed about your 
weak points after being observed 

109 261 98 1.064 2 .000 

4 Your weak points are discussed  in 
post observation staff meeting 

224 109 135 46.62 2 .000 

5 Regular inspection of your teaching 
enhance your teaching 

129 202 137 20.15 2 .000 
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Discussion  
This study investigated the 

views of teachers regarding 
supervisor‘s strategies for the 
improvement of instructions. It 
was found that secondary 
school teachers have positive 
perceptions regarding the stra-
tegies used by supervisors for 
the improvement of the ins-
truction. Teachers believe that 
strategies like distribution of 
subjects on the basis of mastery, 
developing lesson planning, 
knowing required teaching ski-
lls for effective teaching are the 
vital aspects of the supervisor‘s 
strategies for the improvement 
of the instruction. Fraser (1980) 
stated that ―the improvement of 
the teaching learning process 
was dependent upon teacher 
attitudes toward Supervision‖ 
(p. 224).  For many less experi-
enced teachers, supervision is 
meaningless exercise with little 
value than completion of the 
required evaluation form (Serg-
iovanni & Starratt, 1994). How-
ever, as noted by Fraser (1980), 
unless teachers perceive super-
vision as a process of promo-
ting professional growth and 
student learning, the super-
visory practice will not bring 
the desired effect. Teachers are 

honored and appreciated for 
good results. 
 

Majority of the teachers thi-
nk that strategies like activity-
based teaching, using different 
motivational techniques, using 
different audio-visual aids, 
using different teaching me-
thods which suit to the subject 
and topic will ensure effective 
instruction. Most of the instruc-
tional supervisors provide nece-
ssary supports, material and 
had worked to provide con-
genial environment in schools 
to promote effective teaching 
practices matched the views of 
Glickman (1990) that ―instruc-
tional supervision is the link be-
tween teacher needs and school 
goals so individuals can imp-
rove and work together to-
wards the vision of the school‖. 
Teachers with a strong under-
standing of the subject they 
teach are more likely to pro-
duce successful students. The 
result was supported by sum-
mary of key research findings 
on teachers‘ preparation of 
National Council for Accredi-
tations of Teacher Education 
2012. ―Because one size does 
not fit all," it is imperative that a 
variety of teaching strategies be 
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used in a differentiated class-
room‖. 
 

Study results show that aca-
demic and professional quali-
fication matters a lot. For this 
purpose, heads are encouraging 
their subordinates to improve 
their qualification and provide 
continuous support and encou-
ragement to improve their 
teaching skills. Shehnaz (2001) 
in her study identifying the 
current academic supervisory 
practices of head teachers in 
government secondary schools 
of Rawalpindi found that fe-
male head teachers were fulfi-
lling their supervisory practices 
better than male head teachers. 
Female head teachers were 
more competent than male. Fe-
male head teachers were more 
communicative and friendly in 
their behavior while male head 
teachers were authoritative in 
their attitudes toward teachers 
and students. Mehmood (2000) 
and Saeed (2001) in their stu-
dies found that teacher‘ views 
about their head -teachers were 
relatively more positive with 
regard to performing multiple 
roles and responsibilities. Bay-
rak (2001) found that in view of 
teachers‘ perceptions, female 

head teachers were less positive 
in ‗instructional behavior‘ than 
their male counter parts.  
 

Teachers believe that time 
management skills are very 
much necessary for teaching 
learning process. It should be 
noted that if one knows how to 
use one‘s time effectively and 
efficiently, many of one‘s pro-
blems will disappear gradually. 
They also perceive that for 
better instruction both formal 
and informal observation is 
necessary as they are the tool to 
ensure maximum learning and 
remove deficiencies. Moswela 
(2010) concluded that for ins-
tructional supervision to fully 
benefit schools, it needs res-
tructuring so that the teachers 
and the head teachers play a 
more meaningful and effective 
role. 
 
Conclusions 

On the basis of findings, 
following conclusions were drawn: 
1. Regarding instructional obj-

ectives and subject alloca-
tion factors, the tabulated 
data in table 01 shows that 
allocation of subjects to the 
teachers are done in the beg-
inning of the academic ses-
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sion on their own choices. 
They develop lesson plan 
for the achievement of ins-
tructional objectives and 
know about all the required 
teaching techniques to teach 
effectively. However, some 
of teachers think differently 
and think that sometimes 
they are forced to teach 
those subjects in which they 
have no interest. 

2. Teachers believe that they 
know they encourage acti-
vity-based learning in their 
classrooms; their heads enc-
ourage them to use available 
audio visual aids. Similarly, 
they try to use variety of 
teaching methodologies to 
ensure the maximum lear-
ning of students and for the 
achievement of pre-stated 
objectives. But activity-
based teaching is not very 
common. Due to lack of 
space, time, skills and abs-
ence of facilities and support 
teachers are reluctant to use 
new teaching methods. 

3. Teachers perceive that for 
their professional growth 
academic qualification mat-
ters. For this purpose their 
heads encourage them to 
improve their academic as 

well as professional qualify-
cation. For professional gro-
wth, they receive constant 
encouragement and guida-
nce services from their sen-
iors to improve teaching-lea-
rning process and they are 
selected for professional tra-
ining on the basis of pre-
determined criteria. 

4. Teachers think that they 
have excellent time mana-
gement skills to run acade-
mic activities smoothly in 
the class. They are both for-
mally and informally obser-
ved by their heads during 
teaching learning process so 
that their weaknesses may 
be removed through this 
practice and teachers be-
come conscious about tea-
ching-learning process. 

5. Most of the teachers wish 
that they are observed by 
their heads on regular basis 
so that their teaching skills 
may become more effective. 
However, on the other hand, 
they wish that their weak 
points should not be dis-
cussed publically and they 
may be informed perso-
nally. Principals are sincere 
to provide best ever possible 
facilities and make school 
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environment conducive for 
learning but they face hu-
rdles in doing so, due to lack 
of budget. 

 
Recommendations 

On the basis of conclusions, 
numbers of recommendations 
are offered to policy makers 
and school principals for enha-
ncing the effectiveness of 
supervision. 
 
1. It is recommended that tea-

chers should be encouraged 
to develop effective lesson 
plan, so that they may be 
able to achieve the pre-
stated objectives and ensure 
the maximum learning of 
the students. This may be 
possible when heads assign 
those subjects to the teachers 
in which they have deep 
interest in and full com-
mand over the subject mat-
ter. Aims, goals, objectives, 
learning outcomes and ben-
chmarks for each subject mi-
ght be clear to all concerned 
supervisors and should be 
communicated to the subject 
teachers before the academic 
session starts. 

2. Activity based teaching sho-
uld be encouraged by the 

supervisors in the class-
rooms and for this purpose 
conducive environment sho-
uld be provided to ensure 
the great objective of 
teaching. Teachers should 
use all the motivational te-
chniques to ensure the ac-
tive participation of the 
students during instruction. 
It may be possible if they 
use multiple teaching meth-
odology approach in the 
classrooms. Great efforts are 
required to establish a clear 
connection between supervi-
sion and professional deve-
lopment. Teachers also need 
to be encouraged and faci-
litated for their professional 
growth. 

3. The quality of education is 
directly related to the qua-
lity of instruction in the clas-
sroom. The teacher is consi-
dered the most crucial factor 
in implementing all educa-
tional reforms at the gras-
sroots level. It is a fact that 
academic qualifications, kn-
owledge of the subject mat-
ter, competence and skills of 
teaching and the commit-
ment of the teacher have 
effective impact on the tea-
ching-learning process. It 
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may be possible if teachers 
are provided opportunities 
for in-service training progr-
ammme to enhance their 
teaching skills and profess-
sional competencies. 

4. Teachers should be encour-
aged to manage their ins-
tructional time effectively 
and efficiently. Through 
time budgeting they can ac-
hieve the targeted objectives 
within the stipulated period 
of time. For this purpose, 
building time management 
capacities of teachers may 
be a worthwhile strategy. 

5. Supervision needs to be pri-
ority in schools so that imp-
rovement in instruction can 
occur. Supervisors should 
help teachers by spending 
an average one full class 
period during the observa-
tion session. It is recommen-
ded that during observation 
negative points should be 
pointed out for the sake of 
improvement of instruction 
rather than negative criti-
cism and propaganda. For 
this purpose, trained and 
professional supervisors sh-
ould be assigned the duty to 
observe teachers in the 
classroom. 
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